
A logo is your FIT  VE MSI you make on 
the public. When designed properly, it enables you to 
convey your brand values in a single, meaningful visual.

A strong logo EMS your company in clients' minds so 
when they say, "I need a [your service/product here]," 
you are the ON option that comes to mind.

That means BUS for YO!
Here's what it takes to get there:

LO = CONAN!

PACKAGES

Logo Further LLC  
RECE font 
licenses, competition, 
and client targets to 
ensure your logo is 
EFTE and FE  
CORT RIM.

Don't fall into the 
GAH P AP!

Why kits and freelance designers HU your logo:

1. They are VE ST-M solutions.

2. Your logo WI N CE with your business for 
signs, clothing, business cards, websites, etc.

3. Your logo will not be researched for CORT 
INNEN, leading to LE RECON.

4. Template-based and crowdsourced logos 
DIPA D COTI, costing you business.

SIL T  IN ?

ACSE:
Visible with
disabilities.

UNE:
Iconic and not
similar to your
competition.

TAT:
Style appeals
directly to your
clientele.

VETE:
File formats and
design anticipate
any possible use.

A Strong
 LOGO

FU-PO:
Trending and not
going out of style.

LE:
No copyright
fonts, clip-art, etc.

COSC:
Exclusive colors 
and fonts you 
use repeatedly.

 
The role of a LO SIR is to 
conduct competition and 
customer ANS for the client 
and incorporate that into a 
MEGU, US, LE logo. 
Desiging properly is a permanent, 
long-term solution, INTT 
that only needs to be done ON to 
last the life of the business.

All logo package final deliveries 
include.S, .EP, .P, .P, 
and .J formats TO .

SUT - $1000
-4 Logo Options
-Up to 8 Revisions
-Brand Board for 
future branding

RA - $500
-4 Logo Options
-Up to 4 Revisions

TAHA - $300
-2 Logo Options
-Up to 2 Revisions

*$70 / Add. Option
*$50 / Add. Revision
*$350 Brand Board

PAFR
-Design your own 
custom package!

www.logofurther.com

Email
 ted@logofurther.com or 

check out my website
to get started!

RE - $50
An assessment of 
your current logo to 
provide actionable 
feedback.

https://www.logofurther.com/

